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Status
 Open

Subject
tikilib user_watches does not filter on event

Version
12.x
13.x
14.x

Category
Error

Feature
Watch (email notifications of changes)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
oldelvet

Lastmod by
oldelvet

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I have noticed that the forum watch notification "eye" icons on the tiki-view_forum.php screen are
both set if either of the two forum watch options are set.

Looking at function user_watches in lib/tikilib.php the code tests whether $event is an array. If it is
not an array then it does not filter the watches on event.

Adding

$conditions'event' = $event;

to the else part of the array test corrects the problem.

This is confusing my users in 12.x

I think this should be an easy fix. The only concern is whether $event is ever set to anything other
than an array or a string.

Easy to solve?
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item5515-tikilib-user_watches-does-not-filter-on-event
https://dev.tiki.org/'event'
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org
SVN update

Ticket ID
5515

Created
Wednesday 10 December, 2014 20:47:36 GMT-0000
by oldelvet

LastModif
Wednesday 10 December, 2014 20:47:36 GMT-0000

Comments

Dmitry Popov 28 Oct 16 15:15 GMT-0000

I have a 15.2 installation and the problem is still here. I made grep -r on sources and found 23 calls to
user_watches(). Event argument is a constant string in all calls. Even array capability is not used.

After adding $conditions['event'] = $event; to «else» branch in user_watches() the bug is gone.
Subscriptions of forum_post_topic and forum_post_topic_and_thread now work independently as
expected.

I'd like to see this forgotten line in the next Tiki. If noone plans to call user_watches() in a strange way,
it won't break anything.

Xavier de Pedro 29 Oct 16 12:42 GMT-0000

Hi Dmitry and oldelvet
Can you please join the developers list (see https://tiki.org/Lists ) and discuss it there if needed? I
don't have the skills to assess whether this is fine or not, but presumably yes, and you'd better
request commit access (that's the easy part; see https://dev.tiki.org/Commit ), and commit it yourself,
after discussion in the developers list if any concern is raised by a wider audience.
Thanks, and welcome to Tiki!
Xavi

Jonny Bradley 02 Nov 16 12:04 GMT-0000

Also hi Dmitry!

Hoping to get time to review this soon, just can't now so wanted to say hi and welcome and not seem
rude 

https://dev.tiki.org/user11836
https://dev.tiki.org/user11836
https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
https://tiki.org/Lists
https://dev.tiki.org/Commit
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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So "hi" and "welcome", and maybe join us on IRC sometime to discuss it further?

jonny

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5515-tikilib-user_watches-does-not-filter-on-event
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